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A dress rehearsal for the largest East

Coast winter storm survey in history is
underway along the coast of North and South
Carolina.
Weather analysts, cloud and air physicists

and experts on radar, instrumentation and
computer modeling are preparing for a
January 1936 investigation of the Hatteras
lows, the East Coast's Number One winter
weathermaker.
The $7 million program called GALE

(Genesis of Atlantic Lows Experiment) is
funded primarily by the National Scierice
Foundation and the Office of Naval
Research.

Its goal is better forecasting of severe
winter storms.

"When these cyclones are born off the
Carolina coast, they present serious weather
forecasting problems from North Carolina
all the way to New England," said Dr.
Gerald F. Watson, a N.C. State University
meteorologist.
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to develop the comprehensive plan.
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iificd as academically lifted fcv the mid
state point system and those children Furj
who are identified as developmental- coun
ly advanced, or high achievers in wort
school. Since state funding currently scho

minis uie pru^ram iu suiueuus wiiu COUT

qualify under the state point system,
offering gifted classes and advanced "I
courses to developmentally advane- give
ed students will require some addi- to 1<
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p.m. to 9 p.m. in Room 113 of the 253Brunswick County Courthouse.
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The Hatteras lows are hundreds of miles in

diameter and whirl in a counter-clockwise
direction, generating storms that van- in intensityand produce everything from light
rain to heavy snows.

According to Watson, a better understandingof the early stages of the physical processesthat produce these storms will help
weather analysts make more specific predictionsabout the kind and amounts of
precipitation to expect in an area.
"In the past, our inability to observe

thousands of feet above the storm systems
and to monitor in offshore waters tnade it difficultfor even the most modern computerizedforecasts to be accurate," Watson said.
"Newspaper and television maps tend to

show us weather as a two-dimensional
thing," he said. "Weather is not just a consequenceof physical processes occurring near
the earth's surface, but the combined effect
of several factors at work in the first 10 miles
above the surface."

In an effort to gather strategic data, the
GALE program will employ aircraft.
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research ships, digital radar systems and t
state-of-the-art balloon sounding systems tl
and autbmated surface weather stations in a
network stretching across the Piedmont and t
coastal plains of North and South Carolina. a
In audition to the major funding agencies, t

the National Oceanographic and At- r

mospheric Administration (NOAA), the Na- c
tional Aeronautic and Space Administration s
(NASA) and the U.S. Air Force are supplying s
personnel and instrumentation for the pro- t
ject.
The investigating scientists are from N.C. >

State, Pennsylvania State University, Drexel 1
University, University of Washington, State
University of New York-Albany and several
government laboratories. 1
In what Watson calls a "crucial

rehearsal," the scientists are testing their
equipment and the forecasting techniques
that will be used to determine when the 1986
Hatteras lows will occur. 1

"We have to see how accurately we can anticipatethese weather systems," he said. "It
is imperative next winter that we know when
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Winter Storn
o launch our balloon experiments, send up
he planes and plot our ships' routes."
In the coming months the weather scienistswill be working in laboratoratories and

ilong the coast of the Carolinas testing
alloon sounding systems, installing digital
adar systems and deploying and checking
>cean buoys. The search for appropriate
ites for radar towers and automated
atellite weather stations will continue into
he summer.
The test results from this year's rehearsal

vill help the scientists chart plans for the
986 program.
"Every last detail has to be predetermined.everythingfrom the launching of a

balloon to the ocean location of a multinilliondollar research vessel," Watson said.
'Once we've made these decisions, it's up to
Motlier Nature. We can only hope that she'll
provide the typical winter situations that
we're looking for."
When the GA1JC program begins, the

January-March 1986 storm research will be
monitored by scientists in a control center
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located at Raleigh-Durham Airport.
During the three-month period, N.C. State

investigators will be responsible for two of
the program's major research components.
Meteorologists Dr. S. SethuRaman, Dr.

Pal Arya, Dr. Jerry Davis and Dr. Alien
Rlordan at NCSU will analyze data taken
from experiments near the surface of the
land and water.
"These scientists are interested in studyingthe storms where heat, moisture and

energy are exchanged and will be attempting
to learn more about how these interactions
affect the low pressure systems," he said.
Watson at NCSU and Dr. David Barber, a

project consultant, will study each system's

evoiuuon.
"We're interested in the details within the

storms, the circulation patterns and other
subtleties that bring rain to one location and
sieet or snow to another," Watson said.
"When these data are compiled and appropriatecomputer models are designed, we
will be in a much stronger position to make
accurate predictions about winter storms
produced by the Ilatteras lows."
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